
Step 2.  Connect vaccum breaker, hose 
bib adaptor and hose to the hose bib.

This system CAN BE INSTALLED UNDER 
CONSTANT PRESSURE so a multi-zone 
timer can be installed after the hose bib
adaptor to feed multiple zones.

Step 1.  Pour 1 - 1 pound packet of EZ-GRO
fertilizer in the tank for every 3,000 square 
feet of area being fertilized.  Add other
products as recommended.  

The system 
will mix the products automatically when the 
water is turned on.

Capacity - 10 pounds or 1 gallon  

Fill the tank with
water until all air is out of the tank.  
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Step 3.  Screw tank cap on the tank and connect 
tubing to the cap and hose bib adaptor.  Connect
blue to blue and green to green.  The tubing
slides over the connectors on the hose bib 
adapter and presses into the connector on the 
cap.
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Step 4. Set the flow adjustment on the cap to 
fast feed for quick feeding and to slow feed 
to feed slowly every time you water.  Set off
when not in use. 
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To feed through a garden 
hose or drip system;

TMA Green Solutions Company  TMA Green Solutions Company  

Premium LAWN & GARDEN FEEDER
                   Feeds the entire landscape and garden   

  
 FEEDS 
THROUGH

Fill with any liquid or water soluble product.  Up to 25,000 square feet coverage in one filling with EZ-GRO concentrated products.

One Step Application
of water soluble and liquid lawn and garden products.

Replaces all other spreaders and sprayers.

Sustainable Lawn & Garden Care
Saves water while it increases plant health.    

Virtually eliminates exposure to toxic chemicals.   

Green 1 Gal. Capactiy
(3.8 Liters)



TMA Green Solutions Company  

The better choice!

Easy to Use - Saves Time

   

Simply combine any liquid or water soluble product in the tank and the system 
does the mixing and measuring automatically while you water.  The system is 
adjustable so you can feed the entire landscape and garden quickly or you can 
attach it to the lawn sprinkler or drip system and feed slowly every time you 
water.  Since it can apply all products in one step it can replace all of your 
other spreaders, sprayers and applicators.

   

Sustainable Lawn & Garden Care
Protecting the Environment Without Sacrificing Results

Ø  
 

Ø  

Ø  Reduces or eliminates the need for 
herbicides and pesticides 

Ø  

Ø  

Ø  Virtually eliminates toxic runoff and 
leaching

Fertilize the lawn, flowers, trees and vegetable garden in 

One Easy Step  
Takes minutes instead of hours

Virtually eliminates exposure to 
harmful chemicals

Saves water by building a stronger 
    & healthier plant root structure

Reduces carbon footprint - uses up 
to 80% less fertilizer

Dispenses natural and organic 
products

At Planting After One Year

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT EZ-FLO PRODUCTS, call  866-393-5601 or www.ezflofertilizing.com

Superior Results!
Enjoy the Greenest Lawn in the Neighborhood!

EZ-FLO’s patented technology feeds more accurately and efficiently 
creating better nutrient uptake resulting in healthier plants.

Most fertilizer sprayers don’t apply products evenly so some plants and lawn 
areas get too much fertilizer while others don’t get enough.  When plants and 
lawns are fed correctly they are healthier and naturally more resistant to insects 
and disease.

Oranically Balanced Fertilizers and Controls

EZ Organic Critter Control repels deer, rabbits, moles, voles and numerous 
other plant eating critters but will not harm them.  It has no odar and does not 
affect houshold pets.

EZ-GRO water soluble fertilizers are a unique blend of highly concentrated plant 
nutrients, organic bio-stimulants, and beneficial micro-biology. This unparalleled 
formulation provides astonishing results without any complicated mixing and 
measuring. The resulting affect is a total landscape solution that beautifies while 
reducing weeds and insects naturally.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT EZ-FLO PRODUCTS, call  866-393-5601 or www.ezflofertilizing.com

The Premium Lawn & Garden Feeder
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